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Introduction 

This report captures the main points that came out of the self-evaluation activities held by the staff 

and volunteers of RSG over the lifetime of the Financial Inclusion Project (hereafter referred to as 

the project), a period covering August 2019 to July 2022. As well as capturing the learning from the 

project’s self-evaluation, this report is a testament to and celebration of the great work of the RSG 

and the positive impact that the project has had on the lives of the beneficiaries and the 

communities in which they are based.   

 

From the beginning of the project RSG were committed to the evaluation of their work - they 

wanted to understand if the project was effective, what the challenges were and what they needed 

to adapt or change as the project progressed. Their self-evaluation approach followed that 

recommended by the Charities Evaluation Services1: 

 

‘The use of self-evaluation techniques allows those people involved in the project - whether 

they be managers, staff or users - to reflect upon their practice and to view their project in a 

different way. In this way the process contributes to the strengthening and development of 

an organisation.’  

 

The methodology that RSG used for the self-evaluation of the project included: 

 developing learning questions to identify the progress of the project and how this could be 

built upon in the project delivery 

                                                           
1
 https://www.ncvo.org.uk/practical-support/consultancy/ncvo-charities-evaluation-services  

https://www.ncvo.org.uk/practical-support/consultancy/ncvo-charities-evaluation-services
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  analysis of the data and information recorded about the activities of the project 

 self-evaluation workshops, facilitated by an external consultant (Nick Scott-Flynn) 

unconnected to delivery of the project 

 capturing beneficiaries2 feedback through focus groups, individual interviews and written 

contributions 

 perspectives from external stakeholders about the project, such as the statutory bodies and 

voluntary agencies 

 compiling case studies that illustrate aspects of the work, project outcomes and learning 

questions3 

 monitoring reports, including those for the project funder (The Henry Smith Charity) and the 

organisation’s annual reports4 

 

Self-evaluation team meeting August 2021 

                                                           
2
 The term beneficiary is interchangeable with the terms client, service-user and Roma people as a way of describing the 

people who have used the services of the project. 
3
 A copy of the case study template is included in the appendices. 

4
 A list of documents referred to for the self-evaluation is included in the appendices. 
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Project’s Learning Questions 

Much of the above self-evaluation material and learning of the project was captured in the three 

self-evaluation workshops that the project held in 2020, 2021 and 2022.5 These workshops were 

structured around answering learning questions that were designed to identify the project’s 

progress in achieving its goals. The questions were: 

 What have been the team’s experiences and feelings about the project activities over the 

last year – overviews and highlights? 

 Looking at each of the project activities, identify what has worked well, what have been the 

challenges and how should our learning inform the future delivery of the project? 

 What are the team proudest of in relation to their work for the project? 

A report was produced from each of these workshops and extracts from these have been taken to 

produce this summary report that captures the cumulative learning from the last three-years. 

What the project sought to achieve — the aims and outcomes 

The following are the aims and outcomes that the project sought to achieve along with the 

indicators that RSG used to measure progress towards achieving them.6 

 

The project aims were to enhance financial inclusion for Roma migrants (‘beneficiaries’) in London 

by: 

 

 enabling them to navigate the post-Brexit migration/ benefit systems and exercise their 

welfare rights  

 improving their financial literacy and their confidence to budget and manage their money. 

 

The outcomes and indicators were:  

 

Outcome 1: Roma beneficiaries will have reduced poverty through accessing welfare system and 

claiming their rights and entitlements. The indicators for this outcome being: 

 

                                                           
5
 An example of the agenda for the self-evaluation workshops is included in the appendices. 

6
 The description is from the funding application for the project made to the Henry Smith Charity. 
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 Quantitative: a) number of beneficiaries supported to access welfare system and claim their 

entitlements; b) number of benefit health checks/ type of welfare benefits claimed; c) type 

of support (e.g., form-filling, appealing incorrect decisions); d) number of beneficiaries 

attending Peer Support/ training sessions on welfare rights. (A-D indicators measured 

through our database/ casework records and attendance lists).   

 Qualitative: e) level of beneficiaries’ satisfaction with their welfare situation (measured by: 

Distance Travelled Forms (DTF), feedback forms, 1-2-1 interviews/ comments logged, follow 

up phone-calls to a sample of beneficiaries to track progress); f) case-studies illustrating type 

of issues faced/ solutions).  

 

Outcome 2: Roma beneficiaries will have increased confidence in money/ debt management and 

budgeting skills. The indicators for this outcome being: 

 

 Quantitative: a) number of beneficiaries accessing advice and advocacy/ focus group, 

training/ Peer Support sessions on money/ debt management, budgeting, financial literacy 

(measured by our database/ casework records, attendance lists); b) number of disseminated 

copies of information resources (e.g., handouts/ leaflets about money/ debt management); 

c) number/type of training sessions (measured by event diary, training handouts). 

 Qualitative: d) level of confidence in beneficiaries’ own skills regarding money/debt 

management/ budgeting (measured by: DTF, feedback forms, 1-2-1 interviews/ comments 

logged, case-studies, follow-up calls);  e) % of beneficiaries, whose level of skills changed as a 

result training and Peer Support sessions (measured by DTF, feedback forms, follow up 

phone calls, database); h) concerns/ solutions discussed during Peer Support sessions 

(measured by minutes, professional observation). 

 

Outcome 3: Roma beneficiaries will have increased understanding about their rights to ‘Settled 

Status’ and their entitlements in post-Brexit Britain. The indicators for this outcome being: 

 

 Quantitative: a) number of beneficiaries accessing advice/ advocacy sessions re: ‘Settled 

Status’; b) number of beneficiaries referred to Lambeth Law Centre; c) number of 

beneficiaries attending consultation, Peer Support/ training sessions regarding ‘Settled 

Status’ and post-Brexit welfare rights; d) number of disseminated training handouts/ leaflets 

dedicated to these themes. (A-D indicators measured through our database/ casework 

records and attendance lists). 
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 Qualitative: e) level of beneficiaries’ understanding about their rights to ‘Settled Status’ and 

post-Brexit rights (measured by: DTF, feedback forms, 1-2-1 interviews/ comments logged, 

case-studies, follow-up calls);  f) % of beneficiaries, whose level of understanding about their 

rights increased  (measured by DTF, feedback forms, comments logged, content of training 

handouts, case-studies, professional observation, follow up phone calls); h) concerns/ 

solutions discussed during Peer Support sessions (measured by minutes, professional 

observation). 

 

The project delivery model 

The project sought to achieve the aims and outcomes through the following activities:7 

 

Delivering one-to-one advice and advocacy sessions 

 Delivering one-to-one advice and advocacy sessions for 70 beneficiaries annually (176 

different beneficiaries over 3 years with 25% of overlap between years) on: (i) Welfare rights 

and entitlements based on beneficiaries’ immigration status;(ii) Submitting/ maintaining 

benefit claims, communications with relevant agencies, appealing incorrect decisions; (iii) 

Debt/ financial management; (iv) Supporting beneficiaries with collating and preparing 

documents for their ‘Settled Status’ applications. 

 Each beneficiary will benefit from approximately 7 sessions annually (each 1.5  hours long) 

delivered from our office in Canning Town and an outreach base in White City. The Project 

team will also offer outreach support through home/hospital visits to the most vulnerable 

beneficiaries.   

 

Collaboration with Lambeth Law Centre 

 Collaboration with Lambeth Law Centre (LLC) regarding beneficiaries’ applications for 

‘Settled Status’ by referring 30 beneficiaries annually (90 beneficiaries over 3 years) to the 

LLC for legal support with their applications for ‘Settled Status’ (as we are not accredited by 

the Office for the Immigration Services Commissioner (OISC). The Project team will continue 

to offer these beneficiaries language support and any other follow up work in collaboration 

with LLC.  

 

 

                                                           
7
 The description is from the funding application for the project that was made to the Henry Smith Charity. 
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Providing Community training 

 Providing Community training delivered from RSG centres in East/ West London: including 

organising 2 consultation focus group’s meetings per year (2.5 hrs each) which will be 

attended by 20 Roma beneficiaries annually (50 different beneficiaries over 3 years with 25% 

overlap between years) in East/ West London to identify their post-Brexit training needs. 

 Organising 4 half-day training sessions per year attended by 60 beneficiaries annually (165 

different beneficiaries over 3 years with 25% overlap between years), which will be co-

delivered with the LLC on: Applications for ‘Settled Status’/ its eligibility criteria; (ii) Debt/ 

money management, budgeting and financial literacy; (iii) Post-Brexit welfare rights of EEA 

migrants. 

 

Facilitating Peer-Support Sessions 

 Facilitating Peer-Support Sessions delivered on a bi-monthly basis for 30 beneficiaries per 

year (75 different beneficiaries over 3 years with 25% overlap between years). Each session 

will last 2.5 hrs and engage approximately 10 beneficiaries, who will explore issues regarding 

money/ debt management, post-Brexit migration system, welfare rights and enhance their 

confidence and problem-solving skills. 

 

Producing, translating and distributing training and self-help materials  

 Publishing, translating and disseminating training handouts, as well as two leaflets per year 

with information about money/ debt management, welfare rights and immigration changes 

affecting Roma migrants, which will be annually updated. 480 hard copies of handouts and 

leaflets will be disseminated during the Project’s life. 
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The following diagram illustrates the project delivery model: 

 

 

 

 

The project team 

The project was delivered by a part-time coordinator, two part-time bi-lingual Financial Inclusion 

Community Advocates and various volunteers. The team reflected the language, cultural background 

and ethnicity of the beneficiaries.  

 

The activities of the project were delivered in three main locations: the RSG offices in Canning Town 

(Newham) and then Bethnal Green (Tower Hamlets) (RSG had to relocate their office during the 

project) and an outreach base in White City (Hammersmith and Fulham).  
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One of the dedicated volunteers of the project.  
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How many people the project helped – the numbers and feedback 

The total number of individual beneficiaries directly supported by all the project’s activities in the 

three years was 636.8 

 

 282 beneficiaries were supported to access welfare system and claim their entitlements. 

 122 beneficiaries attended peer support/training on eligibility/applying for benefits. 

 3,706 beneficiaries reached through online ESOL classes focussed on welfare related topics 

(Universal Credit, Personal Independence Payment, Carer’s Allowance). 

 126 beneficiaries accessed one-to-one advice on money/debt management, budgeting skills. 

 3,540 beneficiaries attended/reached/viewed online peer support and training 

sessions/videos regarding money/debt management and budgeting skills. 

 240 beneficiaries supported to apply for EUSS. 

 94 beneficiaries with complex cases referred for specialist support (e.g., to Public Interest 

Law Centre, other specialist advice services). 

 15,886 people benefited from EUSS related training and resources. 

 

Additional figures are included in the sections below relating to the specific activities.  

What RSG learnt from the delivery of the project 

The following sections describe the main experiences that RSG had in delivering the project and 

some of the lessons learnt.  

 

One-to-one Advocacy 

Roma people accessed the project primarily through one-to-one advice and advocacy appointments 

to address their issues of financial exclusion. This was often the first point at which Roma people 

contacted the project and during the project’s lifetime the project supported 427 different 

beneficiaries through one-to-one appointments. Most clients either self-referred or were referred by 

colleagues/community members. The most common issues beneficiaries presented with involved 

welfare rights, debt and destitution. Most of the beneficiaries would find it difficult to access and 

use other services that cover these advice issues due to language and cultural barriers, meaning that 

without the project many beneficiaries would not have received any support. Following an initial 

                                                           
8
 This number is the unique number of beneficiaries attending (either in-person, by phone or online) one or more of the 

core project activities (a one-to-one advice session, training session or peer-support session). The number does not 
incorporate the large numbers of beneficiaries accessing information and training materials via social media. 
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intervention, beneficiaries then often engaged with other project activities such as attending group 

training and peer support sessions.  

 

Other learning from the one-to-one advocacy 

 There has been a shift towards ‘emergency’ responses amongst the client group. 

 There has been an increase in the proportion of clients from Romania, perhaps a reflection 

of the greater impact upon them of the pandemic. The project has accordingly made the 

service more accessible to this cohort.  

 The referral routes to the project continue to be mainly through other clients and the EU 

Settled Status advice project.  

 Assessment of cases is taking longer by phone than it did when advice was provided face to 

face. 

 Many clients struggle to use software such as Zoom.  

 A key learning point for the team has been the need to enhance the process of digitising the 

clients’ files, particularly old files, although this is time consuming but, is something the 

project will aim for.  The move to digitise the files has been time-consuming although doing 

so has enabled the project to make the leap to holding most information digitally. It has also 

led to the decision to no longer create paper files for clients.  

 All the team have enhanced their ability to use the technology and software involved in 

providing advice remotely. 

 The team has communicated and worked well together in the time of the pandemic. ’ ‘As a 

volunteer I have felt more involved in the project [in the past year].’ 

 The team felt that they had learnt from the clients and responded to what clients said that 

they needed from the project. For example, in choosing themes for the group work. ‘I learnt 

from the community and the community learnt from me. What I have learnt I can use in my 

own life as well as in advising clients.’ 

 The project and the team maintained a presence in the community: ‘We kept our work in the 

community.’ 

 Penetrating the bureaucracy of embassies (Polish and Romanian for example) that our 

clients needed to access in relation to their EUSS applications, for example in obtaining 

documents or updating passports. 

 Clients being able to apply for and obtain EU Settled Status (EUSS). In response to this 

challenge the project undertook information campaigns specifically on applications to the 

EUSS from children (or people who had come to the UK initially as children).  
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 Providing casework with individuals took longer as there were practical challenges about 

sharing documentation. However, the project and clients adapted and developed 

mechanism for sharing documents via WhatsApp.  

 Some clients have not been advised properly by their solicitor. Unfortunately, there are 

some solicitors who are not undertaking their role adequately and the project often sees 

client who have been badly advised.  

 Many clients became more isolated during the pandemic. In response the project has sought 

to create a community space where clients are welcomed and feel part of a broader ‘family’. 

 

The following case study provides an example of this aspect of the project: 

Case study: Marta 

Marta is a single Roma woman with long-term physical health problems that affect her day-to-day 

life, including her work. She has recently taken on the responsibility of becoming the parental 

guardian of a young child and was juggling work and newly presented parental responsibility, as well 

as struggling with financial difficulties. Despite her poor health, financial problems and multiple 

responsibilities, Marta has never received any external support. 

 

Our community training and one-to-one advice assisted Marta to submit her EU Settlement Scheme 

(EUSS) application, which protects her right to stay in the UK and confers automatic eligibility to 

claim benefits if needed. We supported her to apply for Child Benefit (£1,094.60/year better off) and 

Universal Credit, to help towards her housing and living costs. We discussed how her health 

problems were affected by and affecting her work, which empowered her to ask her employer to 

make reasonable adjustments. 

 

As the only person in her family who speaks English, Marta frequently assists her family members 

with various issues. Our peer-support and training enabled her to understand welfare rights and 

one-to-one support helped her to assist her mother (Edyta), who struggles with health problems, 

had fallen into debt, and was facing eviction. Together with Marta, we were able to draw up a 

detailed budget, helped Edyta to manage their energy debts and supported her to successfully apply 

for a Discretionary Housing Payment to cover their gap in rent. We referred her to a local Law Centre 

who were able to get the eviction proceedings adjourned and put an affordable plan in place, which 

saved them from becoming homeless. The Project has improved Marta’s life by empowering her to 

exercise her welfare and EUSS rights and attaining greater financial and social inclusion for herself 

and her family. 
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Collaboration with Law Centres 

Following the UK’s vote to leave the EU, most EU nationals wanting to remain living in the UK 

needed to apply for the EU Settlement Scheme. The deadline for most people to apply for the 

scheme was 30 June 2021. Most of the project’s beneficiaries needed to apply to the Scheme to 

protect their rights to live, work and access services in the UK. Many of the beneficiaries needed 

support to understand and access/apply to the scheme, and some needed specialist support due to 

the complex nature of their applications. Due to the significant impact on the lives of beneficiaries it 

was vital that the project was able to collaborate and refer to specialist legal support in such cases. 

Unfortunately, at the beginning of the project the Lambeth Law Centre closed, but the project was 

able to work with other legal providers, predominantly with Law Centres such as the Public Interest 

Law Centre. The work involved helping beneficiaries to collate and prepare documents for their 

applications and to provide language support for accessing legal support when needed. Through 

promoting the EU Settlement Scheme, helping people to apply and referring complex cases, the 

project helped prevent many beneficiaries from losing their rights and becoming vulnerable to 

destitution/possible deportation. 

 

During the project’s life, 240 beneficiaries were provided with language/digital/follow-up support 

with EUSS applications and 94 were referred for specialist legal support. 

 

Other learning from the work with legal providers 

 The team have good links with law centres and solicitors who they can refer clients to or 

receive advice from. The team are discerning about which solicitors they use and only work 

with those that have an expertise in this area. Links include those with Hackney Law Centre 

and the Public Interest Law Centre. 

 On average the project is referring one complex case every week for further legal advice. 

Often these cases involve families where there is a lack of documentation.  

 They are not bound by geographical limitations in their work with solicitors and work with 

several across different parts of London. 

 The RSG legal capacity and knowledge has been enhanced by the involvement with the EU 

Settled Status scheme advice project. This has been useful for the project.  

 The project has expanded the use of Law Centres to support the work and the clients. 

 Referral routes and links have gone well, including those to Solicitors. 
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Community Training and consultation meetings 

The project offered training for Roma people on specific issues. In doing so it aimed to provide Roma 

people with the understanding and skills needed to understand and engage effectively with specific 

parts of the UK system, for example: the EU Settlement Scheme and post-Brexit rights; access to 

welfare; energy costs; dealing with debt and budgeting. Being able to cover these topics in 

community languages in an accessible but informative way has enabled us to empower Roma 

communities with information about their rights. Ideas for training often emerged from one-to-one 

advice and advocacy sessions and were then developed into a training that would be relevant to a 

wider group. Attendees of the training often reflected that they felt more confident in dealing with 

the issues covered and were able to share the information with family members. 

 

During the project’s life, 179 different beneficiaries attended 14 training sessions. 

 

Training session via Facebook, March 2021 
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Consultation focus group meetings 

The project organised focus group meetings to consult beneficiaries on their training needs, helping 

to ensure that the project  covered relevant issues in an appropriate way. During the project’s life, 

61 different beneficiaries attended 6 consultation meetings. 

 

Other learning from the community training 

 Doing remote group work with different nationalities and communication levels is 

challenging. It would be better in the future to do separate sessions with different groups.  

 The project co-designed with clients the topics for the group work.  

 The project combined aspects of the group work with support on mental health and 

wellbeing for clients. 

 The group work was conducted in Polish and Romanian and Roma clients from those 

countries. 

Peer support sessions 

Each year, the project facilitated six bi-monthly peer support sessions. These sessions were attended 

by beneficiaries to discuss issues they and their families were facing. At the sessions they received 

information and support from advice workers and other beneficiaries who had faced the 

same/similar issues themselves. The format of these sessions enabled an interactive and open 

discussion for beneficiaries on financial inclusion topics, presenting opportunities for people to find 

commonalities in issues faced and promote collaborative problem solving. The sessions have helped 

to reduce the sense of solitude when facing financial and other challenges and allowed people who 

may previously have been 'helped' to become the 'helper'. 
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Peer support session on the cost of living (via Zoom) June 2022 

 

Themes discussed during peer-support sessions included: 

 

 Post-Brexit rights and entitlements 

 Post-Brexit rules around travel 

 Debt and budgeting 

 Different types of scams and how to protect yourself from them 

 COVID-19 support including myths/misinformation about the vaccinations 

 The emotional side of money/talking about money 

 The link between debt and mental health 

 Having conversations with children about money 

 Planning for unexpected costs 

 Developing a saving habit 

 Saving money on utilities such as energy, water, mobile phone and internet 
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Peer support session (via Zoom) June 2021 

During the project’s life, 106 different beneficiaries attended 18 peer support sessions. 

 

Producing, translating and disseminating training and self-help materials 

 

Information materials on the ‘Warm Home Discount’ (in English, Polish and Romanian), shared on 

Facebook in October 2020 
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The project published, translated and disseminated training handouts, leaflets and other self-help 

materials both by hardcopies in person and digitally through social media. Materials covered topics 

such as money/debt management, welfare rights and immigration changes. Producing materials in 

multiple formats (e.g., written text, infographics, video) in multiple languages, covering a range of 

issues, has given our beneficiaries access to resources that otherwise would not exist, therefore 

reducing their exclusion from access to vital information about their rights. 

 

 

Facebook information material video August 2021 

 

During the project’s life, over 20,000 people have received/viewed our training/self-help materials. 

 

Other learning from the production and sharing of information for beneficiaries 

 The project doesn’t expect a significant majority of their clients to be able to absorb 

information from standardised information leaflets produced by government departments 

and other providers. This is because the people that those leaflets are aimed at are coming 

from a different starting point. There is a need for the project to develop more bespoke 

information material for clients.  
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 Traditional information methods aren’t always suited to this client group. 

 Digital exclusion remains a challenge for many clients. 

 

Adapting to the changing context – including the impact of the Covid pandemic 

The project experienced significant contextual changes during its duration, some that had been 

foreseen, such as the impact of Brexit on beneficiaries. Other changes had not been predicted, such 

as the need to move the office (because the landlord decided to sell the building) and the significant 

increase in the cost of living (food and energy costs). Also, the deadline for people to apply to the EU 

Settled Status (EUSS) scheme had a significant impact on clients and on the work of the project. The 

new system of providing EUSS share codes was complicated and relied on clients having access to 

digital methods to access the system, which many did not. The impact on clients included them 

losing employment and getting into debt.  

 

The project adapted admirably to meet the challenges in the changing context, most notably the 

impact of the Covid pandemic (see below). RSG should feel proud of how throughout the pandemic 

they kept their focus on finding ways to deliver the services of the project to beneficiaries.  

 

‘I couldn’t have imagined that would have been possible – at the beginning we were not set-

up for home-working but now I am used to it.’ (Team member reflecting on the project’s 

response to the pandemic) 

 

Prior to the pandemic, all RSG’s advice work with beneficiaries (for example, one-to-one/ group 

sessions) was delivered face-to-face from office/outreach locations. Due to Covid-19, the project 

was forced to adapt and make changes. The changes made did not impact on the substance of the 

activities themselves but only on the ways they were delivered. 

 

The project adapted one-to-one sessions to mainly be delivered by phone, group sessions (for 

example, focus groups, trainings, peer supports) to be delivered using online video conferencing ( 

Zoom), and sharing of materials online (via Facebook). This was an abrupt, unplanned shift in 

delivery and without an event as significant as Covid-19 forcing this change, it is unlikely the project 

would have tried these new delivery methods. 

 

The project learnt that the organisation and staff could be very innovative and adaptive when there 

was a risk to service delivery and to not being able to support beneficiaries. The project also found 
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that many beneficiaries could be very resourceful, flexible and open to change and learning new 

skills (for example, digital skills such as Zoom and sending images of paperwork) when presented 

with the opportunities and appropriate levels of support. 

 

Although introduced in response to a global crisis, the project found that many of the new delivery 

methods could be as effective as pre-pandemic methods, enabling the organisation to reach and 

engage new beneficiaries. 

 

Other learning from response to the changing context (including the pandemic) 

 The pandemic had presented many challenges for the project and the clients but, many of 

these had been overcome due to the hard work of the team.  

 The project quickly developed the ability to work remotely and deliver services in this way. 

This involved learning new skills in how to present information for clients and in expanding 

their knowledge of other services. It also included the increase in the amount of information 

that the project produced and the ways in which it could be delivered to clients. 

 The team had learnt how to use the technology (such as Zoom) involved in delivering project 

activities. 

 The team had supported clients in learning how to use the technology and adapt to the 

access constraints caused by the pandemic.  

 The project had retained a relationship with clients, despite the practical barriers created by 

the pandemic. 

 The team had supported each other during the time of the pandemic. 

 The team acknowledged that the pandemic had an emotional and physical impact on 

themselves, including that some team members catching Covid. The team also missed 

seeing clients face to face and often were worried about what was happening to some 

clients.  

 Some elements of working remotely had enabled the project to reach a wider audience. For 

example, opening-up webinars to a wider audience not constrained by location.  

 

Influencing RSG’s policy work 

During the project’s life, the project’s frontline work helped to inform the RSG Policy and Campaigns 

team on financial inclusion and advice related issues affecting beneficiaries. The evidence fed into 

the Policy and Campaigns team’s work such as research, reports, work with partners, information 

campaigns, and meetings with stakeholders and decision-makers. Examples of issues the project 
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worked with Policy and Campaigns team on included: applying for National Insurance numbers 

during COVID-19; beneficiaries’ difficulties in knowing people who meet Passport Office counter 

signatory requirements; and the way local authorities approached enforcement of people 

evidencing status under the EU settlement scheme. The following case study illustrates this aspect of 

work. 

 

Other learning from influencing RSG’s policy work 

 The use of the evidence gained by the work of the project to influence policy and practice. 

This included enhancing the link internally between the project and the policy team in RSG.  

 Notable in the advocacy and campaigning were the following issues of letters from local 

authorities to clients on EUSS status, letters from the Home Office to clients, the costs of 

applying for British citizenship and clients maintaining Universal Credit journals. 

 

Case study: Financial Inclusion Project influencing policy work 

One of our beneficiaries showed a member of the Financial Inclusion team a letter she had received 

from her local authority informing her that unless she could evidence her status under the EU 

Settlement Scheme by the deadline her family’s benefits would be stopped, putting them at risk of 

destitution and homelessness. In this case, the client and her husband had been living in the UK for 

around 20 years and had been granted Indefinite Leave to Remain (ILTR). As they already held ILTR 

they were not required to apply for the EU Settlement Scheme to remain in the UK and their 

eligibility for benefits would not change, although this letter (received only weeks from the 

deadline) caused significant concern for the family. Shortly after we received further contact from 

other clients in the same situation. We discussed the matter with our Policy and Campaigns team.  

 

Although we welcomed a proactive approach from local authorities in informing people about the 

scheme, it was also important for the information to be factually correct and by sending out unclear 

letters to all identified EU nationals within the borough had led to some level of scaremongering and 

misinformation. We also discussed that clients in other situations such as those who had applied but 

had not yet received a decision (due to a significant backlog) and people who had received status 

but struggled to access their proof digitally (from our research this is a significant amount of our 

clients), would not be helped by the tone and lack of nuance this letter presented. Our Policy & 

Campaigns team led on conversations with the local authority and they were successful in getting 

this letter redacted and opening a dialogue to inform the authority’s approach into one that was 
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Internal collaboration with other RSG services and projects 

During the project’s life the project team has worked closely with colleagues on other RSG projects 

to achieve multi-project aims. The following case studies illustrate this aspect of work: 

 

Case study: Working with RSG’s Mental Health Project 

During the life of the project, we worked closely with RSG’s Mental Health Project to ensure that 

beneficiaries experiencing difficulties with mental health/wellbeing were able to access support with 

financial inclusion related issues. As part of this collaboration, we planned and delivered sessions for 

beneficiaries covering the link between money worries and mental health, particularly regarding debt. 

We discussed that both money worries and mental health can be difficult to talk about, even with 

close family. We discussed financial inclusion related tasks that people may find difficult because of 

poor mental health/wellbeing (e.g., anxiety over dealing with bills/paperwork, making impulsive 

financial decisions etc) and discussed coping strategies such as making a plan and breaking larger 

tasks down and doing a bit at a time. 

 

Case study: Working with RSG’s Ketane project 

 

One activity delivered by RSG’s Ketane project is planning and delivering ESOL classes for Roma 

beneficiaries. The Financial Inclusion Project worked with the Ketane team to produce 3 videos on 

financial inclusion related topics: Universal Credit, Personal Independence Payment and Carer’s 

Allowance. These materials were posted on RSG’s social media and website. This was a way to 

increase both client’s knowledge of English and increase their financial inclusion. 

 

more factually and tonally helpful in regards helping residents.  

 

This also led to our Financial Inclusion team’s involvement in a working group with other advice 

agencies working in that borough to monitor, discuss and influence the authority’s approach to 

working with EU national residents. 
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Collaboration with external organisations 

The project worked with a variety of statutory and voluntary organisations to enhance referral 

pathways for beneficiaries and help those organisations make their services more accessible to 

Roma clients. Examples of the external organisations the project worked with include: 

 

 Our Newham Money (an advice service run by Newham local authority) to distribute 

vouchers to Roma families living in Newham who were struggling to afford essential non-

food items such as nappies, children’s clothing and children’s furniture. Through this 

collaboration the project distributed £14,000 of emergency vouchers, reaching 96 different 

families (338 individuals, including 163 children). 

 The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to produce materials to raise awareness of scams, 

particularly with the rise of scams during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 Tower Hamlets Public Health to provide information to our beneficiaries about COVID-19 

vaccinations. 

 Attending regular meetings with relevant financial inclusion related stakeholder groups 

including the East End Financial Inclusion forum, the Newham Social Welfare Alliance and 

the Money Guiders England Network. 

 Working with a consortium of organisations in Newham to campaign and encourage people 

to apply for the EU Settlement Scheme. 

 Working with Quaker Social Action to plan and deliver a series of financial inclusion related 

information sessions. 

 

The following quotes9 from external stakeholders provide examples of the impact and value of the 

project to the work of others in the sector: 

 

‘The RSG10 supports the Roma community and acts as their advocates. They also produce 

knowledge that leads to better understanding of the Roma population and their issues. The 

RSG is actively fighting for Roma rights and helps their voices to be heard.’ 

‘Many families now have better lives because of their work and many professionals have 

better relationships with the Roma community [because of the project’s support].’ 

                                                           
9
 The quotes have been anonymised as they were obtained on the condition that they would not be attributed in the 

review report. 
10

 Where the stakeholder refers to RSG they mean the Financial Inclusion Project as that is what their views were sought 
on.  
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‘[the project provides] Committed and imaginative advocacy for the Roma community.’ 

‘It [the project]  makes a very important contribution [to the Roma community], providing 

crucial advice for Roma, and disseminating information to them.’ 

‘[The work RSG does] helps to tackle injustice.’ 

‘They [RSG] have a very important roles in advocating on behalf of Roma community.’ 

‘I see people’s desperation, and I see their happiness when they are helped [by the project].’ 

‘[RSG are] Professional, approachable, empowering enablers for the Roma Community.’ 

‘[The work RSG does] helps the Roma community to access support and services and to settle 

and improve their quality of life.’ 

‘RSG is key in bringing harmony and breaking down barriers that prejudice can create. They 

are a pillar to the Roma community, supporting integration with the local community and 

promoting equality and diversity in the UK.’ 

‘RSG has really helped raise awareness of challenges the Roma community face and has 

helped us channel the support council offers to the Roma community. They act as a bridge, 

raising awareness, building trust and helping to break down language barriers, to make 

community support accessible.’ 

‘[RSG] empowers members of the Roma community through information, training and 

support.’ 

‘The RSG raises awareness of the unmet needs of Roma people in London and the RSG 

supports the reducing of stigma by engaging with services and advising them on how to 

ensure access for Roma people. This has a broader contribution of reducing stigma for other 

groups and raising awareness of how people are marginalised by the system.’ 

‘They are a fantastic organisation.’ 

‘Working collaboratively with RSG to delivery training has helped me think into complex 

needs and enabled me to look at which approaches will support the client group best.’ 

‘RSG has made a huge difference supporting Roma individuals and families.’  
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Recording and monitoring the work of the project 

The project enhanced the systems that it used to measure the aims and outcomes of the work. 

Significantly the project developed their client database and found that in terms of beneficiaries’ 

numbers/ types of issues helped /referrals made, the case-recording database was the most 

accurate to monitor this. The project would not change this method of monitoring but is considering 

how the database could capture more details on outcomes (e.g., financial amounts of benefits 

helped to claim, financial amounts of debts negotiated). 

 

With the adaptations made to the delivery of activities because of Covid-19, the project  found in-

built monitoring tools (e.g., Facebook statistics) to be highly effective, and allows them to compare 

the impact of different content (i.e., by issue type, by language, by content type) in a way they had 

not been able to do previously. 

 

In terms of beneficiaries’ feedback, the recording methods (e.g., feedback forms, follow-up calls) are 

effective in capturing and monitoring data. The project would like the case-recording database to be 

further utilised to capture these outcomes.  

 

Other learning from recording and monitoring the work 

 Use Lamplight (the beneficiary information system) as a tool to measure the outcomes for 

clients. For example, find ways in which the system can show the distance travelled by the 

client in their interaction with the project e.g. how they know more about managing their 

finances or have secured their accommodation because of obtaining their entitlements.  

 Use cases studies to illustrate the impact of the project and measure the outcomes 

achieved. 

 Be more systematic about getting clients to share feedback through feedback forms or other 

methods, such as focus groups or random interviews. Use these to help measure the 

outcomes achieved. 

Beneficiary feedback on the project 

The project incorporated a variety of mechanisms to obtain feedback from the beneficiaries (see 

above) and doing so enabled RSG to ensure that the project was providing useful and effective 

services. Feedback included the following: 
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 96% of beneficiaries reported being more satisfied with their welfare situation following our 

advice. 

 100% of beneficiaries reported being more confident in their money/debt management and 

budgeting skills. 

 100% of beneficiaries reported increased understanding regarding their rights to EUSS and 

entitlements. 

 

The following quotes from beneficiaries provide examples of the impact and value of the project: 

‘I finally feel like I am getting all of the help I need.’ 

‘It was very helpful to speak to someone myself without needing to have my teenage son 

translate for me.’ 

‘I found it really helpful to get help with my CV.’ 

‘I lost my job, my Universal Credit application was refused and I only managed because of 

your support, otherwise I would be left destitute.’ 

‘You are the first person to explain it to me in a way that I could understand!’ 

‘Thanks to the information session — I was not afraid to fill in the census [because of the 

information you provided]. I was able to do it on my own and I also helped others.’ 

Case studies illustrating the impact of the project 

The following beneficiary case studies provide further examples of the work of the project. They 

were written-up by the project and the names of the beneficiaries in each case have been changed 

to protect their identity.  

 

Case study: George 

George had been living on earnings from insecure work before the pandemic started and was living in 

insecure accommodation. When the pandemic started, he was not able to find work and voluntarily 

left the place he and his partner were living as they were worried, that they would not be able to keep 

to the agreed rent. They were living in their car when they contacted us. We referred them to a 

homelessness outreach team and were able to give them details of a nearby food bank. They have 

since found different accommodation and are no longer living in their car. We helped him with 

problems they were having around benefits after being refused benefits. We assisted the client to 
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Case study: Anna 

Anna is a single parent with two teenage children. Anna contacted us for help after speaking to a 

friend who had received support from us. She told us that she had already been struggling financially, 

but that the pandemic had made everything more difficult that it already was. Having her children at 

home her food costs increased as they were used to relying on free school meals. With the three of 

them at home her electricity bill had also increased, and she had fallen behind with her rent 

payments. We were able to arrange three food bank vouchers during the pandemic and have 

provided ongoing advice and support around rent arrears, applying for the Warm Home Discount (to 

help towards their energy costs) and Thames Water’s WaterHelp scheme to reduce their water bill. 

 

deal with a motor-related fine he was worried about affording and discussed his concerns around car 

insurance and car tax. George and his partner were still looking for work and we helped them to 

produce CVs. As a result of COVID they were temporarily unable to get National Insurance Numbers, 

which was making it difficult for them to obtain work. We sent them guidance to show prospective 

employers explaining the temporary issues around obtaining NINOs. 

Case study: Marius 

Marius is a single Romanian Roma man, whose elderly parents have multiple health problems. Due to 

his parent’s health problems, Marius needs to help them with all their affairs from paperwork and 

financial matters to their health and shopping needs. He contacted us for support after his father 

sadly died of Covid and told us he would need to help his mother in dealing with any financial matters 

due to his mother’s dementia. We supported Marius to contact the local authority and other agencies 

to report his father’s death. We successfully helped Marius to apply for Housing Benefit, Council Tax 

Reduction and Guarantee Pension Credit for his mother – helping her to secure all the benefits that 

she is entitled to. Marius’s mother had to borrow money to pay for her husband’s funeral. We 

successfully helped her to apply for a Funeral Expenses Payment of over £1,000 to help towards these 

costs. Following her husband’s death, Marius’s mother received letters from creditors attempting to 

collect her husband’s debts of over £10,000. We successfully explained to the creditors that as there 

was no estate there was no way for them to collect these debts, and that Marius’s mother could not 

be held liable for them. If Marius had not sought help, his mother would have risked being pushed 

into destitution from not accessing her benefit entitlements, including risking rent arrears/eviction, 

and would be worrying about large amounts of debt - all whilst grieving the loss of her husband. 
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Case study: Victor 

Victor, his wife and young baby were just managing to get by during the pandemic. Their finances 

were tight but they had managed to keep up with essential costs such as rent and bills. Two weeks 

before Christmas their landlord told them that they needed to leave their home immediately, without 

any notice or explanation. Victor was understandably very worried for his family and contacted us for 

advice. We were able to advise Victor of the correct process his landlord would need to follow to 

legally evict them, and in addition that under coronavirus rules tenants are entitled to 6 months’ 

notice before court action can start. Victor said he felt relieved to know that the landlord could not 

evict his family straight away, and that he would have plenty of time for his family to find new 

accommodation. We arranged for Victor to receive specialist housing advice to discuss his options 

further. 

 

What the project team had felt most proud about in their work  

 Giving hope to clients. 

 Building trust with the clients.  

 Bringing about genuine change for clients.  

 Meeting face to face with clients after the restrictions of the pandemic.  

 The number of clients supported through the one-to-one advocacy was higher than the 

targets in the original project plan.  

 The project had retained a relationship with clients, despite the practical barriers created by 

the Covid pandemic.  

 Developing the work with rough sleepers and organisations that work with them. 

 Providing good quality authoritative advice to clients.  

 Enabling clients to access help elsewhere (from statutory and voluntary sector providers). 

Doing so entailed effective referrals of clients to other places for support, made possible by 

the project having built up relationships with other providers to ease the referral pathway. 

Referrals were not simply sending a client off hoping that they may get help, they were done 

in a more structured way.  For example, contacting the debt agency and working with them 

to support the client and ease the referral.  

Marius’s mother asked him to tell us ‘Thank you for everything you do for us. When your office is open 

again, I will bring you a cake!’ 
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 Saving a client from being evicted.  

 Providing a platform where people can volunteer and use their skills and experiences  to 

help clients.  

 Collaborating with other organisations for the benefit of the clients. For example, Quaker 

Social Action, debt agencies, homelessness projects, lawyers, the Public Interest Law Centre, 

Caritas Westminster, Kings College Law Department, Churches and the Big Issue.  

 Building up the confidence to train staff in other organisations to raise awareness of the 

needs of Roma clients and how to work with them. Examples include training staff at Law 

Centres. 

‘We are upskilling the workers in these organisations and demystifying for them the issue of 

how to work with Roma people.’ 11 

 Influencing policy and practice. 

 Helping clients to surviving and cope with another year of the pandemic 

 Adapting the project to operate within Covid pandemic restrictions. 

 Holding group meetings with families. 

 Co-design with clients of the training sessions. 

 Collaborating with other providers to put on training sessions for clients.  

 Targeting the sessions at specific cohorts within the client group, for example the same 

nationality or  people with the same issue.  

 Holding sessions conducted in one language for the same group for example, Romanian. 

 Holding advice pop-ups to reach more clients, for example the advice pop—up in White City.   

 The sessions held with clients on shopping, the use of smart meters and the provision of 

information.  

‘Helping with what may seem like basic stuff but is so important to our clients, for example, 

how to shop smartly.‘12 

 Working with clients to acknowledge the emotional aspects of money.  

 Co-producing material and training with the Roma community. 

‘We develop material and pursue topics in collaboration with our clients.’ 

‘We do things with clients not for clients.’ 

 Digitising many of our advice processes, such as the recording of case notes.  

                                                           
11

 Quote from project team member. 
12

 Quote from project team member. 
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 The effectiveness of using WhatsApp with clients to enhance the ability of the project to give 

advice and to enable the sharing of documents required for the advice. 

 The training provided for clients about how to access information and services digitally. 

 Being able to provide a service remotely when needed.  

 Working closely with colleagues in a very supportive team. 

 ‘No one knows everything and it’s great that we can ask each other in the team for advice 

and help.’ 

‘The work can be difficult and it is important that we have a good team that supports one 

another and that we have a supportive manager.’  

 The members of the team developing their skills and expertise.  

‘I learnt a lot in the last year.’ 

‘We are still finding the time to learn and develop.’ 

 Using the knowledge gained during the delivering the project to help in other spheres of 

work.  

‘What I have learnt at RSG being a volunteer I have been able to apply to other work that I 

am doing, for example, in looking at ways to challenge racist practices that exclude people.’ 

 Creating the role of a bilingual Romanian and English speaking advisor enabling the project 

to be more effective in providing advice to clients who only speak Romanian.  

 Providing advice in the first language of the client (Romanian and Polish).  

 The ongoing ability and appetite to learn as a project. The learning included acknowledging 

the challenges, understanding changing needs and adapting the work accordingly for the 

benefit of the client group. 

Ideas about the future work 

The following ideas for developing the work of the project and the future needs were identified 

throughout the duration of the project. They are based on the needs that the project identified 

amongst the client group and the changing context. The project will continue to need to be aware of 

how Brexit, EUSS and ageing will impact the client group and how in turn RSG can adapt its services 

to meet the clients’ needs. Some of the points mentioned  were achieved within the lifetime of the 

existing project. 

  

 The team felt that the outcomes of the project remain relevant but that some of the context 

has changed. For example, the continuing impact of Brexit on the clients and the increased 
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importance of clients securing status under the EU Settlement Scheme (EUSS).  EUSS is a 

gateway to other rights and affects clients in a multitude of ways. For example, in terms of 

obtaining employment, housing support and welfare benefits. Clients will continue to need 

advice in relation to EUSS.   

‘Brexit and the EUSS added a complication to our work.’ 

‘I fear that issues surrounding the EUSS is a ticking time bomb that will impact our clients 

lives for years to come. Especially if a person has not applied for or received the status, in the 

future this will have massive implications for them. We know that there are thousands of 

people who have not applied because they don’t know about it [the EUSS] or can’t access the 

process.’ 

 The team were anxious that there is nothing built into the EUSS system that helps people 

maintain their status or move from pre-settled status to full status.  To compound the 

problem, the system is digitally focussed which excludes many people. 

 Conduct more face to face work with clients. 

 Another issue that the team felt would grow in relevance to the work of RSG was that the 

proportion and number of clients of the project who are older is likely to increase in the 

coming years.   

 Increase the links to other providers who can support and advise clients. In other words, 

increasing the outreach of the project.  

 Conduct group work about the ‘Warm Home Discount scheme’ which was became more 

relevant given the increase in fuel costs. Also, increase the advice on combatting fuel 

poverty.  

 Do more group work and community training. Perhaps building upon the experience of the 

mental health project within RSG.  

 Do or learn from the group sessions on energy saving projects. See how they work doing 

them for different nationalities and use that learning to develop more group work. 

 The project wants to produce information for clients which can be used for years to come 

and will remain relevant beyond the lifetime of the project.  

 Produce more videos/films as an effective tool in providing information to clients.  

 Ensure that the project leaves a legacy  of material that can be utilised in the future, for 

example the videos mentioned in the previous bullet point.   

 Enhance the signposting and referral pathways for clients to other providers.   

 Need to continue the process of fully digitising the records and case notes.  
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 Hold more advice pop-ups in different locations.  

 Conduct an audit of the current information material that the project has produced 

(including films and what RSG have on social media) and update the material where 

appropriate. For example, there is information called ‘How to access a Council Tax rebate in 

Hammersmith and Fulham.’ There is a link with an archivist at University College London 

who may be able to help us look through some of the older material.  

 Share with other providers the learning and good practice derived from the work of the 

project.   

 Enhance the internal link between the project and our work on mental health and wellbeing.  

 Expand the RSG training provision to train other organisations.  

 ‘We should train others to have the  confidence to work with Roma clients and incorporate 

the client group into the services  that those other providers offer.’  

 The team need to continue to have access to training for themselves to increase their 

expertise and keep up to date with changes in policy and context.  

 The team should have more case review meetings where specific client cases can be 

discussed. The case review meetings could be added to the regular team meetings or be 

standalone meetings. Whichever option it would help to have a consistent schedule for case 

review meetings.  

 There is a need for clients to have access to immigration legal advice and RSG may want to 

consider establishing a post of legal advisor.  

 Establish an additional post for a bi-lingual Polish/English speaker to enable the project to 

have increased capacity to respond to the needs of Polish speaking clients. 

 There is a need to keep up to date with developments in the Covid pandemic and consider 

any changes to operation that the project may need to make in relation to delivery of the 

work of the project. Coronavirus is still widespread in the UK and there are fears that the 

winter will see an increase in infections with a resultant impact on communities and front 

line work.  

 

Last words 

‘Thank you so much, I really appreciate it [the help from the project].’(Beneficiary) 
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‘It’s all about people’ — beneficiaries and RSG members dancing at the AGM in 2019.  
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Appendix 1: Example of a self-evaluation workshop agenda  

 

Roma Support Group Financial Inclusion Project evaluation –agenda  for the team 

evaluation meeting on 17 November 2021 

 

Roma Support Group Office, Bethnal Green, London E2 

 

The aims of the meeting are for the RSG team to: 

 discuss how the project is delivering its activities 

 explore outcomes the project is achieving for clients and stakeholders 

 use the learning captured to inform the future delivery of the project and any new work or 
funding proposals 

Nick (consultant) will facilitate the meeting and we will capture the discussions on flipcharts. 

11:30 Welcome, introductions and aims of the meeting  

11:35  The team’s experiences and feelings about the project activities over the last year 

– overviews and highlights.  

12:00 Recap on the points raised at the meeting of October 2020. Nick to talk through 

these, highlight anything that is not raised in the discussion on the first item and 

facilitate the discussion about progress made, etc. 

12:05 A look at each of the project activities asking:  

 what has worked well? 

 what have been the challenges?  

 what does this tell us about the need to change anything in the 

implementation of the remainder of the project or any new iteration of 

the work 

12:45 What are we proudest about regarding the work over the lifetime of the project?  

12:55 Summary of the meeting, next steps, and actions. 

13:00  Close – end of the meeting. 
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Appendix 2: Example of cover sheet from RSG Newsletter 

 

April 2020 Newsletter

 

Introduction and welcome

We empathise with everyone affected by the COVID-19 crisis and are doing all we can to

provide support to those who need our help. We hope all of our readers are keeping safe

during this difficult time. 

We are wholly committed to standing up for Roma voices, holding government to

account and using our expertise during this period of uncertainty. COVID-19 has

become a dominant force in our lives. As a result, this edition of our newsletter focuses on

the following areas:

Advice on how to stay safe and the support that is available.

The work we have been doing in response to the pandemic.

Anti-Roma racism in the context of COVID-19.

The impact of the virus on Roma communities across Europe.

The effects of COVID-19 on the EU Settlement Scheme (EUSS).

International Roma Day.

COVID-19
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Appendix 3: Documents referred to in the self-evaluation report 

 Original funding application to the Henry Smith Charity. 

 Annual progress reports to the Henry Smith Charity for years one and two of the project. 

 RSG Newsletters (see example cover sheet in appendix below). 

 Project training and information material produced for beneficiaries and others (see 

appendix below). 

 Write-ups of the three self-evaluation workshops. 

 RSG Annual reports. 

 

 

Appendix 4: Examples of the information material for beneficiaries 

and others  produced by the project  

 

Here are examples of information/self-help materials and resources produced/co-produced by the 

Financial Inclusion Project 2019-2022. 

 

 

Financial Capability (Training session) 

 

Selected slides: 
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Creating a budget (Information sheets) 

 

Links to information sheets: 

● English language 

● Polish language 

 

 

Universal Credit (Information sheets) 

 

Links to information sheets: 

● English language 

● Polish language 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vSOUf-pPTHKXlQu0Rel_SVu0PtpqjlWi7cbFqpAk8QoZeCvIndUBD9_L_p8JXsAAR1FveJhUnorIve8/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vRmG_Fqk5xgFSNvqBll6IDvXD8Yqccn_GnoQ2dk9xcHvV0iNQexphlmMvoP6byrlHsOyKrWNSskZUn4/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQWcQnQU90FVXUoaykk6YHwf3pb8eJmOLRzbLjHnxlNiHSn56v81Zx9Hi3-TsYd7AXURFQlba5t0dpj/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vRZQmMj8wMaZj66G7rv_wba6gNJqn36XzUlTMoNbfgA0M29wuyPrGSH_Ck2mrPBXmkYBNCArRk3cAHO/pub
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Personal Independence Payment (Information sheets) 

 

Links to information sheets: 

● English language 

● Polish language 

 

Prioritising debts (Information sheets) 

 

Links to information sheets: 

● English language 

● Polish language 

 

 

Covid-19 and Money (Social media) 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQTmUGCeeXNJMuMnCNpQHN5Q7cCXYFekg85osqB-HY_Oo_Ad3xoXCxW0cFtD8n79xzCH2raWejjPnc_/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vR8hBEq1MV1YqoZMxGZqGZk_5YQLyKHcxGng77N1-fiRL3RvcAIDMGjDwWMYnEImydSbetV_wZXBVD-/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vSiXtznPWmrSkEF9TLdBOI9SWKM936_jRrtj2AdajeD1PDmMaX9NIGwLiccauQyKBKtqwuraj17LqRG/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vT5NXosrBuOmWuLVXUKoBwgi22dz2rVcABJit-mqK4ZU9n7PB2MbuiT2_OFx_UJobHUBW4cM4E6COjV/pub
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Brexit and Benefits (Video presentations) 

 

Links to watch presentations: 

 

● English language 

 

 

● Polish language 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/posts/1994054520726119?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWdfgDGDmR6PLDcU4SnfLL0sNiOI8d26VX45zt7v8sxKgb-XRuQoI892Amq-Eo_oJKQ-9SnQtwrj3HZgmqNXZN_TOhwMg8LN2sgZYeKvVH4qbN_rwAFX4-vfpr_cakbPrg5q2HGunmhTi2rvefVedZyfNqX6d8IIrPZ-_j20goV-0cZkjV70qySkHACTuspEx4LjvGBgUvdWYczj3zR6LBhjLLDQuJy-Q6UX-iO5Vxyhg&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/posts/1994057597392478?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWEJpico5RrHSNsmE8MNP5c92yFs0it6ciRW4ocaRPWLoaEqcjFRY6mVho6ZDfA2460xSHDPQY3iyFX6AsCGsuYrRJ9PBSHE2YmZtdVAJ-YhWcrJoJe2drF5JEPR-AAfPyV2xYaKNG1prbCUaX5AHV5zhAtDLlURCXl2XHoYkwXkvCguurVLOPTyQtdQQ7AirdRKWIpUqw-YL5AKRRBZzsHknn2NG5yuWEtAnfeQsotug&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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● Romanian language 

 

 

 

Warm Home Discount Promotion (Social media) 

 

● English 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/daniel.banceanu.566/videos/153580582966296/UzpfSTEyNTc3NTE5NDIyMDczNzoyMDAwNzQ4MzQzMzkwMDcw/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZU9jgvrtmxu-5EDuPqcMz9oRYzgOkJPzlhA7opvhl9NgjZu03aWhHbS6t3J2ghEhdu0pi6iSaBQWHacmjCC3Kg5KWXqX7cX5YjiISebuaO6q4O5mG9522OI6__Q6pMt2Aj-h3q52sFYcb2_pQxUClPk8PmNusw6jxtKkqKsajKTqDhgw_nyFg_LmNrTfW553-ntDp9jGke1D-SwJH330v7wkIiksG6JFRTz5knAON8SaA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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● Polish 

 

 

● Romanian 
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Warm Home Discount information, Romanian language (Infographic) 

 

 

 

 

Covid-19: Access to welfare support (Training session) 

 

Selected slides: 
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EUSS deadline awareness campaign (Infographics) 

 

Selected graphics: 
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Introduction to Advice Issues (Internal training for volunteers) 

 

Selected slides: 
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Translated information on Covid-19 rules (Information sheets) 

 

● English 
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● Romanian 

 

 

● Polish 
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● Czech 

 

 

 

ESOL class about Universal Credit (Video presentation) 

 

In collaboration with RSG’s Ketane project. Link to watch presentation. 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/watch-our-polishenglish-video-lesson-on-universal-credit-during-this-covid-perio/339413710517690/
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Scam awareness materials (Training sessions) 

 

Worked in collaboration with the Financial Conduct Authority to help them plan and produce 

training materials to raise awareness of scams. 

 

Selected slides: 
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Census 2021 Information sessions (Training presentations) 

 

Arranged in collaboration with the Office for National Statistics. 

 

Links to watch presentations: 

 

● Slovak language 

 

 

● Romanian language 

 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/2197381050397323/
https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/139696484731278/
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Covid information for parents (Video presentation) 

 

Link to watch presentation: 

 

● Romanian Romanes language 

 

 

 

Scams (Video presentations) 

 

Links to watch presentations: 

 

● Polish language 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/covid-information-for-parents/577112640094362/
https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/posts/2374435576021343?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZX-KvNBYzIQkEYtEQHHen-DmZxR1dHD0IMMUDaqN1u-F0mujvTTP5VopOmHI0PKIqYDsol512W6S_6h-teO4laAP-lpxx_AzHsWzlCMq2nwWwsCz9jgGno5U_eosbYlqTHQdnDFPFgKmnrBcTQbxv2phaluLkqjvemcnlgH0II4G-_w7hxENBInQEjA4Ad4ubyL3VDPo50atj_7bIiUWOEvHDAqkh5MqSTb5dHlbLgKjA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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● Polish Romanes language 

 

 

● Romanian Romanes language 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/%EF%B8%8F-oszustwy-scamsrsg-zamange%C5%82-tumen-kaj-te-obdykhas-filmiki-pa%C5%82-te-radzine%C5%82-peske/659960998574237/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k4LTJUm4SjTalgNfr7R13VYsdoqJE89K/view
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Rent arrears (Video presentations) 

 

Links to watch presentations: 

 

● Polish language 

 

 

● Polish Romanes language 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/d%C5%82ugi-za-mieszkanie/637856567191813/
https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/-zaleg%C5%82o-czynszorsg-zamange%C5%82-tumen-kaj-te-obdykhas-filmiki-pa%C5%82-te-radzine%C5%82-peske/383568380016350/
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● Romanian Romanes language 

 

 

 

Dealing with debt (Video presentations) 

 

Links to watch presentations: 

 

● Polish language 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16FbmCq2o5rF6iEr4_L5Rzgfc1eAsh_82/view
https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/radzenie-sobie-z-d%C5%82ugiem/1612132109134146/
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● Polish Romanes Language 

 

 

● Romanian Romanes Language 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/-de-radzine%C5%82-peske-d%C5%82ugencarsg-zamange%C5%82-tumen-kaj-te-obdykhas-filmiki-pa%C5%82-te-rad/4315242898497341/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y9dts9IvbqPdplNE3APwq6lMoCaQPuNC/view
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Information for Carers [Carers Week 2021] (Infographics) 

 

● English 

 

 

● Romanian 
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ESOL class about Carer’s Allowance (Video presentation) 

 

In collaboration with RSG’s Ketane project. Link to watch presentation. 

 

 

 

Information about the Covid-19 vaccine (Information Sheets) 

 

Part of work collaborating with Tower Hamlets Public Health to raise awareness of Covid-19 

vaccinations. 

 

Links to Covid-19 vaccine guides: 

● English language 

● Polish language 

● Romanian language 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/RomaSupportGroup/videos/778363266206594/
https://www.romasupportgroup.org.uk/uploads/9/3/6/8/93687016/th_vaccine_ingredients_v2.pdf
https://www.romasupportgroup.org.uk/uploads/9/3/6/8/93687016/th_vaccine_ingredients_polish.pdf
https://www.romasupportgroup.org.uk/uploads/9/3/6/8/93687016/th_vaccine_ingredients_romanian_web.pdf
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Information on updated Covid-19 rules (Infographic) 
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Contact details 

Roma Support Group 

http://romasupportgroup.org.uk  

 

Correspondence Address 

Roma Support Group 

P.O. Box 23610 

London 

E7 0XB 

 

General Enquires 

info@romasupportgroup.org.uk 

0794 908 9778 

 

 

Nick Scott-Flynn, Scott-Flynn Consultants  

scottflynnconsulting@me.com 

07980 858636 

 

The Henry Smith Charity 

https://www.henrysmithcharity.org.uk 

 

October 2022 

http://romasupportgroup.org.uk/
mailto:info@romasupportgroup.org.uk
mailto:scottflynnconsulting@me.com
https://www.henrysmithcharity.org.uk/

